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STUDENTS THE WINNERS FOR ACCESS AND SPEEDY ONLINE COURSES TAFE INSTITUTES WELCOME BROADBAND ANNOUNCEMENT

2020 SUMMIT OUTCOME -- COMMENT

Some 1.5 million students will benefit from the 2020 Summit announcement to create a Vocational Education Broadband Network.

TAFE Directors Australia (TDA) congratulated the Government on seizing the chance to fast-track broadband for TAFE Institutes, especially given the evidence that most students are part-time learners, and rely increasingly heavily toward online services.

Medium and small businesses are also dependent on better access for their workforce, for training needs.

TDA was represented at the 2020 Summit by chair, Deb Daly (Institute Director, Gold Coast Institute of TAFE), and made presentations to Federal agencies leading up to the Summit, particularly to take note of equal access to broadband across all public tertiary institutions.
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